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“Everyone starts simple and
harmless and innocuous and then
there all sorts of reasons why
people get hooked and stay.”

One of Henry Gitner’s personal areas
of collecting involve movies and films.
His collection includes a die proof
for the 1944 U.S. 50th Anniversary of
Motion Pictures commemorative.

To be or not to be, that is the
question. Toto, I have a feeling
we’re not in Kansas anymore.
Use the force, Luke …
We know them by heart. Perhaps, there’s another memorable catchphrase we should
all learn. It’s for those of us
who deftly hold our latest treasure with 6-inch tongs, squint
through a magnifier for hours
or spend the entire weekend
detailing our last six months’
purchases.
Here it is: Philately — the
Quiet Excitement. Friends and
customers of Henry Gitner have
seen it before. He’s been running the phrase as part of his
advertisements for decades.
The slogan might not stand
up in the general public’s eye
as literary greatness, but it’s
not just a marketing ploy, Gitner
says. It’s a philosophy for philatelists of all levels.
“I used that phrase in my high
school yearbook and have pretty much used it in my ads since
the beginning,” said Gitner. “I
think it says a lot.”
Indeed, it does. Whether you
collect postal history, stamps,
specialty areas or countries we
know you still feel that excite-

Henry Gitner collects philately from his hometown in the Hudson Valley,
including this patriotic cover from Montgomery in Orange County, New York.
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ment when the mail carrier arrives with a special envelope. From
the search to the discovery to the acquisition, we do cartwheels
and high fives in our minds, but we’re usually outwardly quiet
with a slight smile; a muffled, “oh yeah.”
Gitner knows our ways.
“I’ve been doing this for 50 years,” the dealer said speaking
from his business home of 41 years in New York state’s Hudson
Valley.
Gitner enjoys helping collectors of all sorts and treats the
hobby with a light touch.
“No one wakes up one morning and decides to start plating
Penny Blacks,” Gitner said. “Everyone starts simple and harmless and innocuous and then there all sorts of reasons why people get hooked and stay.”
Gitner got hooked as a child when his father commuted from
Yorktown Heights to New York City with a watchmaker. The acquaintance passed along a lot of envelopes and stamps from
Switzerland. (Luckily, Gitner didn’t follow his older brother’s
collecting habits, which included trimming perforations from
stamps because they weren’t shown in his album.)
“I was pretty much obsessed with stamps and knew what I
wanted to do when I was 13,” said Gitner, who started driving to
shows and renting booths as soon as he could drive.
Gitner quickly became involved with organized philately. He
was the auction manager for the Swiss collecting society at age
15. “Not many people consigned, so I was the main consignor,”
said Gitner who made enough money to join forces with a partner and to take a buying trip in 1978 to Europe. He followed
a lead to Belgium with a couple thousand dollars. He spent
everything on the lot and then hauled it on a train to Lucerne,
where he had a potential buyer.
“I sold the bulk of it for $8,000 to $10,000 and still had another
$5,000 in leftovers,” said Gitner, who learned the value of specialized catalogs on the trip. “The seller was only using basic
catalogs. It made a difference.”
It wasn’t long before Gitner expanded way beyond Switzerland, building a United States and worldwide stock that he
maintains today with space of 8,500 square feet (he also deals
in coins and autographs). Gitner helped create the market for
U.S. essays and credits his wife, Debbie (she handles all the U.S.
material), and his staff with keeping customers happy.
Gitner also likes to share hobby information.
“I’m very good at finding things,” Gitner said. “I just try to be
nice to everyone. I love what I’m doing.”
He’s active sharing on social media sites and has written the
Linn’s Stamp Market Tips column with Rick Miller for several years.
“Rick and I go out of the way to find things that are undervalued and reasonably priced,” Gitner said.
His tip of the day?
“A lot of people take pride in only collecting up to 1950, 1960;
some of the scarcest stamps of the world are from the past 15
years because today’s printing quantities are so small.” ³
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